
Caractère Automobile
Parc Artisanal - Allée de Wésomont, 3 - B-4190 Werbomont

(32) 086 430 000 - FAX (32) 086 430 001 - info@caractere.com - www.caractere.com

995 €
945 €

+75€ 
+195€

295 €
345 €

1295 €
1195 €

255 €

255 €

795 €

2291 €
2336 €
3191 €

 3101 € 

19 €

CAQ5 101 112 AB S
CAQ5 101 112 AB

   CAQ5 100 174 **
   CAQ5 100 175 **

CAQ5 100 125 1L *1 *5
CAQ5 100 125 2 *1 *5

CAQ5 100 125 2A *1 *5
CAQ5 100 125 2B *1 *3 *4 *5

CAQ5 100 140 *5

CAQ5 100 145

CAQ5 100 152 *2

** do not forget to order the options
when it’s necessary

CAQ5 101 162 AB 1L *1 *5
CAQ5 101 162 AB 2 *1 *5

CAQ5 101 162 AB 2A *1 *5
CAQ5 101 162 AB 2B *1 *3  *4 *5

CAA5 000 183

PLEASE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING!
*1 As the lower part of the AUDI Q5 8R2 rear bumper is not compatible with our 8R rear spoiler, it is necessary to order an original rear spoiler

for the previous AUDI Q5 8R model (dated before 2013), to ensure the spoiler is compatible with the motorized tailgate, park assist and tow bar.
Audi Part number available upon request.

*2 Our wheel arch extensions can’t be fitted without our front bumper.
*3 Except for the Q5 3,0 TDI 230 kw 313 hp BiTurbo (SQ5) + Hybrid 180 kw

*4 Attention!: The CARACTERE’ exhaust system can fit the Q5 2,0 TFSI 165 kw 225cv BUT is not DEKRA certified.
*5 As the roof spoiler and the rear spoiler are not compatible with the exterior S-LINE packet, it‘s necessary to order the standa rd versions of those parts.

Audi Part number available upon request.

AUDI Q5 2013 (8R2)
CONVERSION PACKAGE

RETAIL PRICES INTO EFFECT SINCE 09/10/13 - VAT, CARRIAGE, PAINTING AND FITTING NOT INCLUDED
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10% discount
already deducted

Front bumper
- for vehicle with original fog lights

compatible with original headlight washers and APS
(APS = Acoustic Parking System)

** ‘Vehicle with headlight washers’ option
** ‘Vehicle with ACC’ (Adaptive Cruise Control) option

Rear spoiler
. with 1 broad cutting (2,0TDI)

. with 2 cuttings (2,0TFSI/3,0TDI/3,0FSI)
. with dual exhaust (2,0TDI)

. with dual exhaust (2,0FSI/3,0 TDI/3,0FSI)

Roof spoiler

Rear hatch blend

Set of wheel arch extensions (10 pieces)

Complete program
(10% discount + rear RS5 badge incl.)

for vehicle with rear spoiler

. with 1 broad cutting (2,0TDI)
. with 2 cuttings (2,0TFSI/3,0TDI/3,0FSI)

. with dual exhaust (2,0TDI)
. with dual exhaust (2,0FSI/3,0 TDI/3,0FSI)

Rear RS5 bagde

Please check the compatibility of our body kit with your original (AUDI) exterior styling pack.

- for SQ5


